Cardiac resynchronization therapy optimization by finger plethysmography.
We tested a simple noninvasive method for cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) optimization using standard finger photoplethysmography (FPPG). CRT can increase left ventricular cardiac output in patients with heart failure and ventricular conduction delay. Optimal therapy delivery depends on an appropriate AV delay. Multiple invasive and noninvasive methods have been attempted to identify patients and the best AV delay for CRT, but all suffer from a combination of high patient risk, cost, complexity, and low reproducibility. FPPG and invasive aortic pressure data were simultaneously collected from 57 heart failure patients during intrinsic rhythm alternating with very brief periods of pacing at 4 to 5 AV delays. After correcting data for artifacts, the median percentage responses for each AV delay were classified as positive, negative, or neutral compared to baseline (Wilcoxon rank test). FPPG correctly identified positive aortic pulse pressure responses with 71% sensitivity (95% CI: 60-80%) and 90% specificity (95% CI: 84-94%) and negative aortic pulse pressure responses with 57% sensitivity (95% CI: 44-69%) and 96% specificity (95% CI: 91-98%). The magnitude of FPPG changes were strongly correlated with positive aortic pulse pressure changes (R(2) = 0.73, P < .0001) but less well correlated with negative aortic pulse pressure changes (R(2) = 0.43, P < .0001). FPPG selected 78% of the patients having positive aortic pulse pressure changes to CRT and identified the AV delay giving maximum aortic pulse pressure change in all selected patients. FPPG can provide a simple noninvasive method for identifying significant changes in aortic pulse pressure with high specificity, including identifying patients in whom aortic pulse pressure increases with CRT and the AV delay giving the maximum aortic pulse pressure.